knowledge structure while articulating with those of other peers to build its cognitive knowledge map. 13
Introduction

18
Knowledge management is an important practice for individuals or 19 organizations that want to retain their competitive advantages. In 
28
Since explicit knowledge can be easily transformed into an electronic 29 format, called knowledge artifacts (e.g., documents), it is a main 30 concern when developing a knowledge management system (KMS). A 31 centralized KMS, which operates on the centralized network structure 32 and the centralized knowledge artifact repository, has been widely 33 used and investigated in practice as well as in research [6, 13] .
34
To facilitate a user's retrieval and understanding of the knowledge 35 artifacts of an organization, a knowledge map, which organizes 36 scattered knowledge artifacts and presents them visually in mean-37 ingful categorizations, has been applied and investigated in a 38 centralized KMS [8] . The most common display formats of knowledge 39 maps include: (1) hierarchical displays [16] , (2) network displays 40 [10, 17, 19] and (3) map displays [22] . From the perspective of 41 information retrieval [15] , a hierarchical display, which organizes 42 and represents information according to its generality and similarity 43 into different levels and branches, can provide users both global and 44 local views of information; hence, a user's attention can be directed to
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For a P2PKMS, knowledge artifacts are scattered over different The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, 
Related works
115
The research problem addressed in this study is problem and to reduce the integration complexity, this study proposes 360 a procedure to generate cognitive knowledge maps, as shown in Fig. 3 .
361
In brief, it integrates the knowledge artifacts of other peers according 362 to the similarity among peers'^knowledge artifacts. 
where n(i) is the number of terms used in the cognitive knowledge however, we find that only D3 and D4 really change their original 
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440
To discover ringleaders, this study proposes an algorithm, shown in in Fig. 7(a) . For instance, D0 finds that other clusters all locate in its right 446 side except D3 and D6 and also that D3 to D8 locate in its lower side.
447
Moreover, D0 has to preserve two columns, as the legal space, for its 448 right neighbors and two rows, as the legal space, for D3 to D8. At step 2,
449
after merging, all clusters figure out neighbors that change their relative 450 location in Fig. 7(b) . For instance, D0 finds that D4 no longer locates at its 451 bottom side. The result of step 2 is shown in Fig. 7(c 
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518 document-term matrix. Otherwise, the knowledge structure of the 519 cognitive knowledge map has to be adjusted to retain the focal 520 knowledge structure while integrating other peer's document-term 521 matrix.
522
To prevent the cognitive knowledge map from expanding too 523 much before proceeding to adjust the cognitive knowledge map, it has 524 to check the quantitative index, τ, of the cognitive knowledge map.
525
The formula used to calculate τ is better chance to be Unit W. Fig. 9 . An example of determining the insertion location. 
We use Fig. 9 to demonstrate the adjustment process. In Fig. 9 and D, denoted as ΔD, as shown in Fig. 9 . Third, we compare ΔD document set, as shown in Fig. 11 , is similar to the normal distribution.
596
The aforementioned characteristics show that the document set is 597 suitable for representing a subset of a P2P network composed of peers 598 with different knowledge backgrounds. 
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Experiment design and procedure
600
The procedure of evaluating experiments is described as follows.
601
First, we assign these documents to ten corresponding author peers. 
